WE JUST MADE A GREAT MACHINE GREATER

5 options are now standard on the ATR-100.

Single Point Search-to-Cue

Cue Amplifier

Edit Aids

4 Speed Padnet

DIN Hub Holddown (European stereo version only, not shown)

AMPEX
If you already own an ATR-100, add these standard features to fully equip your machine.

A. **Cue amplifier, P/N 4010319** Provides fully self-contained audio monitoring capability and greater editing control. Available in I/O bridge or rack mount.

B. **Single point search-to-cue, P/N 4010282** Allows operator to return to any single stored cue point to a stop mode or directly into play.

C. **Editing aids, P/N 4010290** Simplifies and speeds editing ease. Includes splicing, marking and support blocks for ¼ or ½ inch operation.

D. **Four speed/dual EQ padnet, P/N 4050901** Provides four speeds, individually biased, level controlled and equalized. Any standard (NAB or IEC), set it and it’s ready to go. Dual EQ utilizes any two speeds with separate EQ and level controls, or align for two types of tape at each speed.

**DIN hub (For European stereo) P/N 4010299** Provides the ATR-100 with the capability to handle DIN hubs. Consists of two holdowns and two flanges.
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